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Infosys and IBM have been strategic partners for over last two decades with synergies across IBM Cloud & Cloud

paks, Systems, Information Security, Application development and more. Over the years, Infosys has developed core
competencies across various IBM Hybrid Cloud, AI and Security offerings including IBM BPM, IBM Watson
Applications including Maximo and TRIRIGA.

Leveraging these capabilities, Infosys is helping address several industry challenges. For example for the Retail
industry, Infosys has developed EPOCH omnichannel solution using IBM Sterling order management software
(OMS) to deliver a superior customer experience by improving Omni-Channel capabilities. Over the years our
partnership is aimed at delivering successful outcomes for customers. For example, by leveraging Infosys
Cobalt along with IBM’s deep technical capabilities we have helped clients accelerate their cloud journey.
Infosys is the first global systems integrator to join IBM’s Hybrid Cloud ecosystem to help enterprises including
those in highly regulated industries such as financial services, insurance and healthcare - to transition,
modernize and transform their enterprise workloads and applications.

With Infosys Finacle we are helping banks across the globe accelerate their digital transformations. The
partnership enables us to jointly develop contemporary solutions and support large banking transformation
programs. Many Finacle clients have also traditionally used Finacle solutions on IBM infrastructure. More
recently, the partnership focus has been on leveraging IBM Cloud Pak and RedHat Open shift container to
provide business agility, resilience, and cost savings for banks of all segments. 

We would like to thank Infosys team for their support and look forward to further strengthening our partnership
to help clients emerge as winners in the Hybrid Cloud era.

Click here to know more about how Saraswat Bank embarked on a tech-driven transformation journey.
 

For further information please reach out to Zarin Darashaw at zdarasha@in.ibm.com
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